FluentKey is a website that helps language teachers improve their students’
listening and speaking skills with authentic, real-world videos. We have hundreds
of fun, engaging videos in the world’s most popular languages. Teachers can find
the perfect video for their students and turn each video into a dynamic lesson
using tools designed specifically for language learning like clickable captions,
comprehension quizzes, and arcade-style games. Made for teachers, by teachers.

What We Do:
● We provide a free and open library of real-world language learning
videos--a Youtube for language education. Use our videos for fun class
activities, or assign them for homework and track your students’ progress in
a gradebook.
● Search for videos by language, difficulty, theme, duration, and more.
● Can’t find the video you’re looking for? Easily a
 dd your own videos from
Youtube, Facebook, or your computer with the click of a button.
● Enable advanced video features like transcripts, clickable subtitles, word
translations, audio speed, rewind, and more with our powerful video player.
● Build interactive quizzes into videos to test your students’ comprehension.
Harness a diverse array of question types including multiple choice,
matching, cloze, written answers, and even audio and video recordings.
● Use Arcade Mode to t urn listening into an addictive game. Students don’t
just watch a video, they get points for filling in the right words and lines.
Who can get the highest score? It’s the ultimate classroom competition.

Who We Are:
We’re a team of teachers and developers passionate about language learning.
FluentKey began as a project for our own classrooms. We launched our beta in
January 2019 and are currently piloting it with select schools in California.

Why We Made FluentKey:
We’re on a mission to improve the language learning experience. We want
students to learn more meaningfully and more effectively, while also having fun.
We want teachers to take advantage of everything that modern technology has to
offer: bringing real language from all around the world into the classroom,
providing teachers with the tools they need, and ultimately saving teachers time.

